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In this paper we make the connection between the theoretical study of the 
generalized homoclinic loop bifurcation (GHB*) and the practical computational 
aspects. For this purpose we first compare the Dulac normal form with the Joyal 
normal form. These forms were both used to prove the GHB* theorem. But the 
second one is far more practical from the algorithmic point of view. We then show 
that the information carried by these normal forms can be computed in a much 
simpler way, using what we shall call dual Lyapunov constants. The coefticients of 
a normal form or the dual Lyapunov quantities are particular cases of what we 
shall call saddle quantities. We calculate the saddle quantities for quadratic systems, 
and we show that no more than three limit cycles can appear in a homoclinic loop 
bifurcation. We also study the homoclinic loop bifurcation of order 5, appearing in 
a 6-parameter family close to a Hamiltonian system. To our knowledge, this is the 
tirst time that one can lind a complete description of a GHB* of such high order. 
Finally we calculate the saddle quantities for a symmetric cubic vector field, and we 
deduce a bound for the number of limit cycles that appear in a GHB*. 0 1989 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR00ucT10~ 
The use of normal forms in the neighborhood of a singular point as a 
tool to study the qualitative behaviour of trajectories in this neighborhood 
goes back to Poincare. In [ 1 S] he introduces the ideas for what we now 
call the generalized Hopf bifurcation (GHB). 
In the case of planar vector fields it is well known that the stability of 
a homoclinic loop through a saddle point is determined in first approxima- 
tion by the trace of the linearization of the vector field at the saddle point 
(notation: we just call it the trace of the saddle point) [l]. In the case of 
a non-zero trace, a homoclinic loop bifurcation leads to the birth (or 
death) of a unique limit cycle when the two separatrices of the saddle point 
cross each other. However, when the trace of the saddle point vanishes, we 
can have several limit cycles rising in a homoclinic loop bifurcation 
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(GHB*). This phenomenon is studied through the Poincare return map in 
the neighborhood of the homoclinic loop. 
In [6] Dulac introduces a normal form (which we call Dulac normal 
form DNF) for an analytic vector field in the neighborhood of a saddle 
point. In the case of a saddle point with zero trace the normal form is 
i=x 
Jj= -~+c,xy*+c,x2y3+ ... +cnx”y”+l+x”+lyn+*g(x,y) 
(1.1) 
with g(x, y) bounded in the neighborhood of the saddle point. He used this 
normal form to show that limit cycles cannot accumulate on a homoclinic 
loop, in an analytic system on the plane. 
In [123 Joyal introduced two other normal forms for a system of class 
C*“+ ’ in the neighborhood of a saddle point. They are the analogues of the 
real and complex Poincare normal forms for the GHB, 
(1.2) 
and 
bi~=((a,+jb,)w+ . ..+(a.+jb,)w”+‘~“+w”+‘~,“A(w,~) 
i$ = (a0 - jb,) W + . . . + (a, - jb,) G” + ’ wn + W” + ’ w” A( w, W), 
(1.3) 
where j2 = 1, w = x + jy, W = x - jy, and where R, , R,, A, and A vanish at 
the origin, and are continuous. 
Leontovich [14] and Roussarie [ 163 used (l.l), while Joyal used (1.2) 
and (or) (1.3), to find a bound for the number of limit cycles that can 
appear in a generalized homoclinic loop bifurcation. 
The coefficients ak (or ck) play an important role in the GHB*. They are 
examples of a more general notion: the saddle quantities. The saddle quan- 
tities of a system are the coefficients appearing in an asymptotic expansion 
of a correspondence map F in the neighborhood of the saddle point (see 
Fig. 1). The analogy between (1.2) (( 1.3)) and the real (complex) normal 
forms for the GHB is so strong that it is natural to use the “method of 
Lyapunov” (which in fact goes back to Poincart [ 15, Chap. 111) to 
calculate saddle quantities, which we call in this case “dual Lyupunou 
constants.” The dual Lyapunov constants are saddle quantities for a 
suitable correspondence map F. To our knowledge, this method was first 
introduced by Cai Suilin [5]. He used it jointly with a transformation 
which formally relates a saddle to a focus. This transformation goes back 
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FIG. 1. The return map Go F in the neighborhood of a homoclinic loop. 
to Dulac [7], who had already found the formal analogy between a focus 
and a saddle. We show how to exploit this analogy further, in order to be 
able to calculate very easily the saddle quantities, for systems in diagonal 
or non-diagonal forms. 
We shall study an invariance property of the saddle quantities under a 
change of coordinates or a change of the correspondence map. 
We come then to algorithmic considerations. The interest of dual 
Lyapunov constants comes from the fact that their computation is far sim- 
pler than the coefficients ak of the normal forms (1.2) or (1.3), which are 
themselves impler than the coefficients ck of (1.1). As an illustration of 
these, we calculate the dual Lyapunov constants for a quadratic system, by 
a method different from Cai Suilin [S], and we prove that at most three 
limit cycles can appear by a GHB* in a non-integrable quadratic system. 
Dumortier et al. [S] call cusps the singularities with nilpotent linear part 
and quadratic part, 
(1.4) 
with a # 0 for the cusp of order 2, and a = 0, for the cusp of order n > 2. 
We study a GHB* of order 5, appearing in the following 6-parameter 
unfolding of the cusp of order 6: 
~=x2+~l+~*y+~3Xy+E.$X3y+E5X4y+&cjX6y+X'y. 
(1.5) 
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Using a blowup of coordinates, we study the following perturbation of a 
Hamiltonian system: 
i=y 
j = -1 +x2 + 6(~iy+~,xy+~cL3x3y+~Lqx4y+~L5x6y+x7y), 6 #O. 
(1.6) 
In this example, we need to calculate the two first Lyapunov constants. We 
show their role to determine the finiteness of the derivatives of the return 
map. 
Finally we calculate the saddle quantities for a symmetric cubic vector 
field with a saddle point at the origin, and we deduce a bound for the 
number of limit cycles that can appear in a GHB*. 
The paper is organized in the following way: in the second section we 
state the main theorems using normal forms in the neighborhood of saddle 
points. In the third section, we introduce and compare the normal forms. 
In Section 4, we introduce the saddle quantities. In Section 5 we introduce 
the dual Lyapunov constants and compare the information carried by them 
with the information contained in the normal forms. In Section 6, we 
calculate Lyapunov constants of quadratic systems. In Section 7, we study 
the GHB* of order 5 appearing in (1.5). Finally, in Section 8, we calculate 
the dual Lyapunov constants for a cubic symmetric system. A program for 
calculating the first three dual Lyapunov constants for a quadratic system 
is given in the Appendix. 
2. MAIN THEOREMS USING (l.l), (1.2), OR (1.3) 
In trying to prove that a polynomial vector field in a plane has a finite 
number of limit cycles (a result recently proved in [9]), in [6] Dulac 
showed the following part of that difficult problem: 
THEOREM 2.1. Every analytic vector field in a plane, which admits a 
homoclinic loop through a hyperbolic saddle point, has no limit cycle in some 
neighborhood of the loop. 
Recently Il’yashenko [ 111, using (1.1) and methods of complex 
variables, has extended that theorem as follows: 
THEOREM 2.2 [ 111. Let C be a compound cycle formed by separatrices 
of hyperbolic saddle points of an analytic vector field in a plane. If the 
Poincark return map associated to C is flat, then it reduces to the identity. 
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Notation 2.3. Let us consider now a vector field d = V(v), u E R2, with a 
hyperbolic saddle point at the origin. In a sufficiently small neighborhood 
of the origin, the stable and unstable manifolds, W” and W”, determine 
four regions. We denote by R the closure of one of these regions (Fig. 1). 
Let S and U be cross sections of the flow inside R, with one end point on 
W” and W”, parametrized respectively by s 2 0 and u > 0, the points s = 0 
and u = 0 lying respectively on W” and W”. 
If the vector field admits a loop through the saddle point and encloses 
R, let us consider the Poincare return map associated to the homoclinic 
loop, as the composite Go F, with F: S + U (Fig. 1). Let aTkP, = ak (see 
(1.2) or (1.3)) and a & = (G(u) - U)(~)(O), k > 1. To determine the order of 
the GHB*, we need to know the first non-zero a:. In opposition to the 
Hopf bifurcation two independent steps are required to get a zero 
derivative for the return map G 0 F: if a$- I = 0, then the corresponding 
derivative is finite. It becomes zero only when a& _ I = a& = 0. Joyal [ 121 
and Leontovich [14] (according to his abstract) proved the following 
theorem; Roussarie [ 163 proved the first part of it: 
THEOREM 2.4. Zf the system ti= V(u) with sufficient smoothness has a 
homoclinic loop through a saddle point, and if at = 0, 1 6 k < n - 1, and 
a,* # 0, then 
(a) any perturbation of the system with sufficient smoothness admits at 
most n limit cycles in the neighborhood of the previous homoclinic loop; 
(b) for any k, 0 <k < n, there exists a perturbation of the vector field 
V which has exactly k limit cycles in the neighborhood of the previous loop. 
Remarks (1) Joyal [ 121 gave the lowest smoothness which is necessary: 
V should be of class C” (C”- ’ in the case of n even). 
(2) The proof of the theorem contains more information than its 
statement. If the map G(u) is sufftciently degenerate (i.e., sufficiently close 
to the identity), the first non-zero ak controls the stability of the loop. 
Furthermore, if the map F were of class C” (which is not the case), the first 
non-zero ak would correspond to the first non-zero derivative of F (which 
is in fact infinite) in one particular coordinate system, but this property 
would not be stable under a change of coordinates, or a change of sections 
S and U. We shall show that the first non-zero ak contains rather invariant 
information. 
(3) Leontovich and Roussarie used the ck of (1.1) instead of the uk 
of (1.2) in the statement of this theorem. As we shall see in Section 4, the 
statement of the theorem remains true whenever we use, instead of the ak, 
other saddle quantities. 
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3. NORMAL FORMS IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD OF A SADDLE POINT 
We shall explain briefly how the normal forms (l.l), (1.2), and (1.3) are 
obtained. They all use the following idea, which goes back to Poincare. If 
we start with the system 
k=x++p(x,y) 
(3.1) 
B = -Y + 4(-T Y) with Ax, Y)= 0(1x, YI’), dx, y) = 0(1x, A21 
we can get rid of all the non-resonant monomials and formally bring 
system (3.1) to the form which we can call the Poincart normal form of the 
system (see, for example, Arnold [2]): 
k=X+d,X2Y+d2X3Y2+ ... +H(X, Y) 
f= -Y+e,XY2+e2X2Y3+ ... +K(X, Y) 
(3.2) 
with H(X, Y), K(X, Y)= 0(/X, Y]2kc2). 
Now, to bring system (3.1) to Dulac normal form, we straighten the 
stable and unstable manifolds, W” and W”, of the origin to get a system 
of form (3.2) with H(0, Y) = K(X, 0) = 0. Dividing the system by an 
appropriate positive function in the neighborhood of the origin, we get 
2=X 
1= -YS(X, Y). (3.3) 
Applying then the Poincare normal form procedure describe above to (3.3), 
and performing further changes of coordinates involving the higher order 
terms only we get the Dulac normal form (1.1). 
Remark. Although algorithmic this procedure requires several steps, so 
that it becomes very difficult in practice to find the coefficients of the Dulac 
normal form. 
The main ideas behind the normal forms (1.2) and (1.3) are the 
following: 
(1) It is better to apply the method of Poincare normal forms, before 
straightening W” and W”, since the coefficients which appear in the normal 
form can be calculated by a standard algorithm. 
(2) The special form of the linear part of (1.2) comes from the 
following observation. The linear system 
(5) = (; i)(r) (3.4) 
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with solution 
cash bt sinh bt x 
sinh bt cash bt >( > y 
(3.5) 
is seen as a hyperbolic rotation followed by a dilation. It is this dilation 
which plays the important role in the “local stability” of the corres- 
pondence map F: S + U. To reinforce the duality with the case of the Hopf 
bifurcation, we introduce new coordinates 
w=x+jy, w = x -jy, j2= 1 (3.6) 
and system (3.5) becomes 
ti)=(a+jb) w w = ,(a+@)1 w 0 
0 
6 = (a - jb)W w = e(a -ib)r,+ 0. 
(3.7) 
Of course if jz = 1 we can consider that j= 1 as well, but, as in the complex 
version of the Hopf bifurcation, if we keep it as a formal symbol, we do not 
need to write the second equation of (3.7), but we introduce rather a 
notion of conjugate numbers. 
(3) Finally, the method of Dulac to find a remainder of the right 
form is applied. But we stop the procedure two steps below Dulac: the 
monomial we factor in the remainder is two degrees lower than that of 
Dulac. This kind of remainder is particularly important, in order to deter- 
mine the lowest class of differentiability which is needed. 
Remarks. (1) These two normal forms are completely dual to the 
normal forms for the Hopf bifurcation, in real or complex coordinates. This 
duality is not only nice theoretically. It can also be used practically in the 
computation of the coefficients uk. 
(2) The Dulac normal form can be recovered from ( 1.3) by the 
following steps, when a0 = 0 and b. = 1: for this, it is enough to divide the 
system (1.3) by 
[j+ ... +(a,+jb,)w”~“+w”~“A(w,ti)]. (3.8) 
This gives a system 
ti=w 
G= --w+c,ww*+ ... c,w”W”+‘+wnWR+lB(w,W) (3.9) 
which is in Dulac normal form one step lower than (1.1 ), when we consider 
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w and W as real variables. The relation between the ck and the uk is the 
following: the first non-zero ck is given by 
c,=2a,. (3.10) 
(3) We do not know if this procedure, done after the normal form 
(1.3), gives the same ck as those obtained by the Dulac procedure. 
However, as will be discussed in the following sections, the order and sign 
of the first non-zero ck are independent of the order of the transformations. 
4. SADDLE QUANTITIES 
The coefficients uk (or the ck) of the normal forms (Ll), (1.2) or (1.3) are 
examples of saddle quantities. The saddle quantities are closely related to 
the map F defined by the flow near the saddle point (see Fig. 1) (see Nota- 
tion 2.3). It is known since at least Dulac [6], that F(s) -s does not admit 
a Taylor expansion, but an asymptotic expansion where the functionsI;, 
of the asymptotic sequence associated to that expansion verify some par- 
ticular properties. When the trace of the saddle point is zero, a particular 
asymptotic expansion is 
F(s) -s = -q1(s2 In s + O(S* In s)) - ... -qn(sn+l Ins+ o(s”+’ Ins)) - . .., 
(4.1) 
where qn=2a, if qk=O for l<kGn--1 (see [12] or [16]). 
Theorem 2.4 and the subsequent remarks give the importance of the 
saddle quantities. We shall show below that the order and the sign of the 
first non-zero saddle quantity correspond to the order minus one and the 
sign of the first unbounded derivative of F(s), as was first remarked by 
Roussarie 1716-J. From this it follows that the order and the sign of the first 
non-zero saddle quantity are invariant under changes of coordinates. 
THEOREM 4.1. The order and the sign of the first unbounded derivative of 
F(s) -s are independent of the choice of R, S, and U and invariant under 
changes of coordinates on S and U. 
Proof. The result is well known, when the trace is different from zero 
[ 11. In the case of a zero trace, we use the asymptotic expansion (4.1). 
From that expansion it is clear that the first non zero qk, say q,,, 
corresponds to the first unbounded derivative of F(s) -3, that is 
(F(s) - s)(~+‘). It is easy to check that, if we change the domain and (or) 
the codomain of F, or if we make non-singular orientation preserving 
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changes of coordinates on S and (or) U, the new function F, : S, + U1 
takes the form 
F,(s,)=h(s,)-ca,(s~+‘Ins,)+o(s~+’lns,), (4.2) 
where h is analytic and c>O. For a specific choice of R, the result follows 
from Eq. (4.2). The choice of R is arbitrary, since the constants uk of 
Theorem 2.4 are saddle quantities, but do not depend on such a choice. fl 
This justifies the following definitions: 
DEFINITIONS 4.2. (1) The saddle quantity of order 0, qO, is the trace at 
the saddle point. If qk = 0, 0 4 k < n - 1, the saddle quantity of order n 
associated with the correspondence map F: S --, U defined by the flow is 
given by 
Pn+ l’(s) 
q”=?% -(n+l)!lns’ (4.3) 
(2) A saddle point with zero trace for which a, = . . . = a,- i = 0 and 
a,, # 0 is called a weak saddle of order n. 
Remark. Theorem 4.1 and the preceding definition imply that the order 
and sign of the first non-zero saddle quantity are invariant of R, S, U, and 
the coordinates on S and U. 
5. THE DUAL LYAPUNOV CONSTANTS 
One of the advantages of the normal forms (1.2) and (1.3) over the 
normal form (1.1) is that the computation of the first non-zero a, is simpler 
than the computation of the first non-zero c,. This follows from the fact 
that the Dulac normal form has been obtained by straightening first the 
stable and the unstable manifolds. Furthermore, the duality with the 
normal forms of the generalized Hopf bifurcation does not appear in (1.1). 
The duality with the Hopf bifurcation can be used in many ways to 
calculate the ak. We can, for example, apply the method used in Hassard 
et al. [lo] for the normal form of the GHB, to the computation of the coef- 
ficients of the normal form for the GHB*. This duality also suggests the 
introduction of what we shall call dual Lyapunov constants. Since we are 
interested in algorithmic aspects of the GHB*, we must remember that, in 
the case of the Hopf bifurcation, the Lyapunov constants are much simpler 
to calculate than the coefficients of the normal form. Also Cai Suilin [S] 
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used a transformation (that is already found in Dulac [7]), which relates 
(1.3) to the real normal forms of the GHB. Such a transformation allows 
one to use the calculations of Lyapunov constants. We give similar trans- 
formations to relate any normal form of the GHB to (1.2) or (1.3). 
DEFINITION 5.1. The dual Lyapunov constants associated with the field 
a=Y+P(x,y) 
P = x + 4(x, Y) 
(5.1) 
and with the function Fare the constants V,+ obtained by finding a function 
F(x, y) = (x2-y*) + F,(x, y) + ... (5.2) 
such that 
P= vfyx2-y2y+ v:(x2-y2)3+ ..-. (5.3) 
DEFINITION 5.2 [S]. The dual Lyapunov constants associated with the 
field 
ti=jw+P(w, W) 
3= -jS+Q(w, G) 
(5.4) 
and with the function G are the constants U,* obtained by finding a 
function G 
G(w,K~)=wti+G~(w,W)+ ... (5.5) 
such that 
(2 = Ly(wW)’ + u:(ww)’ + . . . (5.6) 
PRoP~sITI~N 5.3. Uk* = V,* . 
Proof. This follows from the change of coordinates w = x+jy, 
w=x-jy. 1 
We summarize in Table I the different normal forms around a weak 
focus or a saddle of trace 0. In Table II, we give the changes of coordinates, 
sending one normal form to the other, and the corresponding transforma- 
tion of Lyapunov constants. 
Remarks. (1) The dual Lyapunov constants always exist. This follows 
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TABLE I 
Normal Forms and Lyapunov Function for the Weak Focus and Weak Saddle 
Linear 
form 
Higher order terms 
in normal form Lyapunov function 
Derivative of 
Lyapunov function 
weak 
focus 
c,z’+‘r’ F(r,i)=zT+ .., f=U,(zi)‘+ ... 
(a,~- b,u)(d+ u3)’ G(u,u)=u’+v*+ 6= v,(u*+“‘)‘+ ... 
(b,u+~,u)(d+d)~ 
ti=jw c wr+l*,r I H(w,+G)=wd+ A= u:(ww)2+ ,.. 
Weak 
saddle k=y (a+ +b,y)(x* -Y*)’ K(x,y)=2-y*+ “, k= y:(xz-y’)z+ 
3=X (b,x+w)(x*-~~)~ 
TABLE II 
Change of Coordinates Interchanging the Normal Forms of Table I and 
Corresponding Transformation of the (Dual or Not) Lyapunov Constants 
i= iz 
b= -if 
c= -” 
d=, 
3=w 
t=-w 
i=y 
j=x 
z’=iz 
I’= -iF 
Identity 
z = u f iv, 
r=u-iv 
5=t 
lJk = v, 
z = w, 
j=* 
T= -it 
U, = iv: 
z=x+y, 
2=x-y 
T= -it 
Uk = iV$ 
ur= -” 
d=u 
II = (z + 312, 
” = (2 - Z)/2i 
T=i 
v, = vi, 
Identity 
u = (w + W)/2, 
v=(w-w)/2i 
T= -if 
V, = iU: 
Dulac transformation 
u = x, 
o= -iy 
T= -it 
Vk = iVf 
w’ = w 
$‘= -* 
w = z, 
@=j 
T = it 
Ut = -ilJ, 
w = u + iu, 
G=u-iv 
T = it 
Uf = -iv, 
Identity 
w=x+y, 
w=x-y 
T=l 
u:=v,* 
x’=y 
y’=x 
x = (z + 312, 
y=(z-q/2 
T = it 
V,* = -iUk 
x = u, 
y = iv 
T = it 
V,* = -iv, 
x = (w + W)/2, 
v=(w-6)/2 
T=t 
ry=lJ: 
Identity 
Note. In the first column (row) we find the domain (image) of the transformation. 
means d/dl, ’ means dldr. 
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using the changes of coordinates in Table II, sending a saddle to a weak 
focus, and the corresponding proof for the Lyapunov constants. 
(2) For the same reason the first non-zero dual Lyapunov constant 
is independent of the function F (or G). 
We now show the relation between dual Lyapunov constants and coef- 
ficients of the normal form. This shows us the role of the dual Lyapunov 
constants in Theorem 2.4. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. (1) The coefficients ai, i > 0, of (1.2) (resp. (1.3)) are 
dual Lyupunov constants VT (resp. UT) of (1.2) (resp. (1.3)), when a,,=0 
and b, = 1. 
(2) The order and sign of the first non-zero dual Lyapunov constant is 
left unchanged, when one performs changes of coordinates, bringing an 
arbitrary system (5.1) (resp. (5.4)) to normal form (1.2) (resp. (1.3)). 
Proof. In the first case, take F(x, y) = (x2 - y’), in the second case, take 
G(w, W) = WW. Statement (2) follows from the fact that the change of 
coordinates involved is of the type 
x=X+0(1X, Y12), y= Y+O()X, Yl’) (5.7) 
(see discussion in [4] for the case of the Hopf bifurcation). a 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let us consider the vector field (1.2) (or (1.3)) with 
aO=O and bo=l. Then, VT= ... =V,*-,=O and I’,*#0 ifand only if 
a,= . . . = a,- 1 = 0 and a, # 0 with sgn(a,) = sgn( V,*), and similarly zj’ we 
replace the VT by the UT. 
We now give the algorithm for the calculation of the dual Lyapunov 
constants U,* (the algorithm for Vf will be given in the Macsyma program 
in the Appendix). We then give the formulae obtained for the first dual 
Lyapunov quantities UT and V: for a general system. 
Algorithm 5.6 for the construction of the U,*. The homogeneous polyno- 
mials Gk are determined degree by degree as in the case of the GHB (see 
[18]). If we set 
G,(w, 3)=a,,,wk+ak-1,1wk-‘W+ ... +a,,,~~ (5.8) 
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The u~,~, i + j= k, are solutions of a linear system Auf= B of equations, 
where uf = (uk, 0, . . . . a,, k ), the matrix A is given by 
A=j (5.9) 
and the column matrix B depends on the Gj, j < k, and on the UT, u < k/2. 
The matrix A is invertible for odd k, in which case the solution is unique. 
In the case of even k = 2m, the middle row of A is zero. The middle row 
of B is of the form Uz _, + /I with p depending on the aii, i +j < k, and on 
the UT, i < m - 1. The equation Uz _, +/I = 0 allows the determination of 
U;t, _ i . At each step with k odd, Gk is uniquely determined as a function 
of the previously determined Gi and VI?. At each step with k even, Gk is 
determined up to a multiple of (wW) ‘I2 Different values of GZi give different . 
dual Lyapunov constants. We can show, however, as in [19], that if Uz 
and 0: are obtained with different GZi, i < m + 1, then 
0; = CT,* + P( UT, . ..) Q-1 ). (5.10) 
In particular if U: = UT = ... = Uz-, = 0, then Uz = 0:. 
The general formula for the first saddle quantity is given in [13]. For a 
system 
i = y +.I-(-% VI 
$=x+g(x,y) 
(5.11) 
the first dual Lyapunov constant is 
v = (Lxx -fxyy + g, - g, 1 
+ cf,,cf,, 42 +g,k, -id --f,,g,, +f,g,i. (5.12) 
For a system of the form 
k=x+p(x,y) 
(5.13) 
J;= -Y+&,Y) 
we obtain Uf’ using Table II and the formula for U,. The result is 
u: = (Px, + 4XV.“) - (PXXPXY - qxyqyy) (5.14) 
(Recall that U1 = Re(dZzr) - Im(dZ,flZi)). 
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6. GHB* FOR A QUADRATIC SYSTEM 
In the special case of a quadratic system 
Y *= -y-Kx*-Lxy-My2 
(6.1) 
Cai Suilin calculated the first three dual Lyapunov constants, using the 
Dulac transformation (see Table II) [S]. They are given by 
U;=LM-AB 
U;=KB(2M-B)(M+2B)-CL(2A-L)(A+2L) (6.2) 
U:=(CK-LB)[ACL(2A-L)-BKM(2M-B)] 
(here the quantity UT is calculated under the conditions U,+ = 0 for j < i.). 
Since we are often interested in homoclinic loops when we consider the 
saddle quantities, we find it more convenient o assume that the system has 
another singular point on the y-axis. 
THEOREM 6.1. The dual Lyapunov constants for a system 
1=y+ax2+bxy+ey2 
j=x+cx*+dxy 
are given by 
V:=b(e-a)-c(d+2a) 
(6.3) 
V$=(k+b)[bc(2a+d-e)-(2a+d)(a-e)(d-e)] (6.4) 
V:= -c(2c2-2e2+ae)[bc(2a+d-e)-(2a+d)(a-e)(d-e)]. 
Proof: The calculation is done using Macsyma: see program in the 
Appendix. One can also obtain the result from Cai Suilin’s quantities (6.2), 
using the transformation of Table II. 
In [S] and [21] we find the following results: 
THEOREM 6.2 [S, 211. (i) If U: = UT = U: = 0 for a saddle point of a 
quadratic system, then Uz = 0 for all m. 
(ii) If Uz = 0, for all m, and if the system has a homoclinic loop (or 
compound homoclinic cycle) through the saddle point, then the system is 
integrable everywhere inside the loop (cycle). 
(iii) The non-integrable quadratic systems satisfying UT = 0 have no 
homoclinic loop or cycle. 
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Proof: (i) The Dulac transformation (see Table II) brings the dual 
Lyapunov constants UF of the quadratic system to the Lyapunov constants 
Vi of the transformed system. We use the corresponding proof of Bautin 
[3] for the Lyapunov constants of a quadratic system. 
(ii) and (iii). Without any loss of generality we can suppose that the 
saddle point is the point (0, l), and that the center or focus inside the 
homoclinic loop or cycle (if there is one) is the origin. It is shown in [21], 
that if U: = 0 (for the point (0, l)), then, either the origin is a center, and 
the system is integrable everywhere inside the loop or cycle that may exist 
through (0, l), or the system has no homoclinic loop. This last step is done 
by constructing Dulac functions and using a Bendixson-Dulac criterion in 
each case. 1 
Theorem 6.2, together with the equivalence of the information carried by 
the U,* and the uk (Proposition 5.4), together with Theorem 2.4 gives: 
THEOREM 6.3. Three is the maximum number of limit cycles which may 
arise from a homoclinic loop bifurcation in a non-integrable quadratic system. 
Although the two methods of the normal form and of the saddle quan- 
tities are both algorithmic and equivalent in the theoretical point of view, 
from the practical point of view, the method of the dual Lyapunov con- 
stants is much better. In the former, one must determine two unknown 
power series simultaneously, while in the latter, one has to deal with a 
unique power series. In the latter case, at each step we must solve a system 
of linear equations with approximately half the number of equations we 
must solve in the case of the normal form (cf. discussion in [4]). 
7. EXAMPLE OF A GHB* OF ORDER 5 
As mentioned in the introduction, this bifurcation occurs in the study of 
the cusp of order 6 [8, 171, which is studied in the perturbation 
i=y 
y= -1 +x2+6(pLly+p2xy+pL3x3y+pLqx4y+pL5x6y+x7y), 6#0, (7.1) 
of the Hamiltonian vector field (Fig. 2) 
k=y 
g= -1 +x2 
(7.2) 
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/ 
FIG. 2. Level curves of function (7.3). 
with Hamiltonian function 
H(x, y) = y* + x - x3/3 (7.3) 
which has closed loops for -213 < h < 213, and a homoclinic loop for 
h = 213. 
In this section we prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 7.1. System (7.1) has a GHB* of order 5 for 
142,127,870 8,064,344 128,690,813 146,174,705 
” = - 5,071,157 “*= 266,903 ’ “= - 5,071,157 )p4= 5,071,157 ’
33,649,715 
ps= - 5,071,157 . (7.4) 
For a small adequate perturbation of the pis in (7.4), system (7.1) has five 
limit cycles. 
Proof: For sufficiently small 6, system (7.1) has a closed loop 
(homoclinic loop), which coincides with H = h(H = 5) for 6 = 0 if 
M(h)=O={H=h (~~y+~~xy+c1~x3y+~Lqx4y+~s~6y+~7y)dx. 
(7.5) 
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The theoretical results of Section 2 and of [16], in the case of a perturba- 
tion of a Hamiltonian system, give: 
(i) System (7.1) has a GHB* if M(2/3)=0. 
(ii) This GHB* is of order 1 if M’(2/3) is infinite. This is equivalent 
to the trace q. of the saddle point being non-zero. 
(iii) The GHB* is of order 2 if qo=O, but M’(2/3)#0. 
(iv) The GHB* is of order 3 if M’(2/3) = 0 and M”(2/3) is infinite. 
The second condition is equivalent to the first saddle quantity VT being 
non-zero (see Section 2). 
(v) The GHB* is of order 4 if M’(2/3) = Vj+ = 0, but M”(2/3) # 0. 
(vi) Finally the GHB* is of order 5 if M’(2/3)=M”(2/3) =O, and 
M”‘(2/3) is infinite. This last condition is equivalent to V,* # 0. 
To calculate M(2/3), we remark that on H = 2/3 we have 
y = f (2/3) “*( 1 - X)(X + 2) 1’2. So 
~(213) 
= 2(2/3)1’* I:, b1 +P *x + p3x3 + ,u4x4 + psx6 + x7)( 1 -x)(x + 2)“‘] dx. 
(7.6) 
M(2/3) = 0 if and only if 
p, - 5ji,/7 - 103/~~,‘77 + 187/1,/91+ 89,305~,,‘17017 - 23,767/2717 =0 
(7.7) 
2x + ,u3x3 + p4x4 + p5x6 + x7) dx/y (7.8) 
M’(W) = --61i2 sf, [ k+~2+~3+~4+~5+1+7+~2+3~3+4~4+6k (x _ l)(x + 2)1/2 (x+2)“* 
+ 21+ 3~3 + 6~4 + 15~5 
(x + 2)“2 (x-l)+ 
35 + Tx;4$ 20/h tx _ 1)2 
+35+P,+l5P, 
(x+ 2)“2 (x- 1)3+ fxl;;;;* (x- 1)4+ ,;+,;;,* (x- I)5 
(7.9) 
In this form we can see directly that M’(2/3) = 0 is finite if and only if 
fll+~2+~3+~4+~5+1=o (7.10) 
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which is precisely the nullity of the trace of the saddle point. Then we get 
M’(2/3) = 0 if and only if 
5005~~ + 9009~~ - 5720~~ - 27,144~~ + 62,161= 0. (7.11) 
To get V:, we localize the system at (1, 0), and we apply formula (5.12): 
V:=Oo -pL2+3pL3+8pc,+24pL5+35=0 (7.12) 
We must now calculate M”(2/3). For this we first discuss the form of 
M’(h), 
M’(h) = 2 j-“‘“) (p~+p~x+pLjx3+pqx4+p5x6+x7)dx/y, (7.13) 
rl(h) 
where r,(h) < r,(h) < r3(h) are the roots of x3 - 3x + 3h = 0. One can verify 
that 
drl -3 drl 1 
dh= (rI - r2)(r, - r3)’ 
- 
dh ,,=2,3= -3 
dr2 -3 dr2 
dh= (r2 - rl)(rz - r3) ’ 
- 
dh ,,+= +OI 
(7.14) 
(7.15) 
(remarking that rl+rz+r3=0, r,r,+r,r,+r,r,= -3, r1r2r3= -3h). In 
the neighborhood of h = 213, dr, Jdh - l/(r3 - r2). We have 
M”(h) = - 21r;c;J’ (~1 + ~2 x + p3x3 + p4x4 + p5x6 +x7) dx/y3 
+2r;(h)[(~~+~2x+~3x3+Cl4X4+~~X6+X7)/YlI(x=r2(h),y=~) 
-~~;(~)C(~~++~X+~~X~+~~~~+~~X~+X’)/YII(~=~,(~),~=~). 
(7.16) 
Here we have of course indeterminate xpressions, which we must check 
carefully. The integral part of M”(2/3) has the form: 
To discuss precisely the form of M”(h), we need the precise form of the 
integrals in (7.17), 
i 
dx _ log2(x+2)1’2--2 -1 
(x-1)2(x+2)3’2 6,/3 2(x + 2)l’2 + 2 Jj 
1 1 
- - 3(x - 1)(x + 2)1’2 3(x + 2)“2 
(7.18) 
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s dx 1 (x- l)(x+2)3’~=Q$log 2(x+2)“2-2fi 2 2(x+2)i’*+2d+3(x+2)i/2 
f 
dx -2 
(x+2)3’2=(x+2pz 
5 (x- 1)dx 
=2(x + 2)“2 + 
6 
(x+2)3’? (x + 2)“2 
I 
(x- 1)2dx 
= 2/3(x + 2)3’2 - 12(x + 2)1’2 -
18 
(x + 2)3’2 (x + 2)l’2 
I 
(x-l)3dx 
(x+2)3’? 
= 2/5(x + 2)5’2 - 6(x + 2)3’2 + 90(x + 2)“2 
54 
+ (x+ 2)“2 
I (x-l)4dx (x + 2)3’2 = 2/7(x + 2)7’2 -24/5(x + 2)5’2 + 36(x + 2)3’2 
-216(~+2)“~- 
162 
(x + 2)“2 * 
(7.19) 
(7.20) 
(7.21) 
(7.22) 
(7.23) 
(7.24) 
The infinite terms in M”(h) are of three kinds: 
(i) Terms of the form (x + 2)) “’ IX= -2. They appear in the integral 
part and in the factor of r,‘(h). They have the following coefficient: 
-3&2(A,/9-AA,/3+2A2/3-2A3+6A4-18As+54As-162) 
-&/3(A1-3A2+9A3-27A4+81A,-243A6+729)=0. (7.25) 
(ii) Terms of the form (x- l)-‘(x+ 2)-‘j2. They appear in the 
integral part and in the term involving r;(h). In fact we show that 
r;(h)- (x- 1)-i = (r2 - 1)-i, in the neighborhood of h=2/3. For this we 
use the exact formula for rl, r2, r3: 
rl = 2 cos(8 + 2x/3), r2 = 2 cos 8, r3 = 2 cos(0 + 47~/3) (7.26) 
with 
0 = l/3 Arccos( -3/r/2). (7.27) 
We have 0 = 7cf3 for h = 213. Then 
1 -rz= l-2cos8=a(B-n/3)+ ... (7.28) 
r3-r2= -2$sin(B+2/3)=2JS(l3-a/3)+ ..‘. (7.29) 
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So the terms in (x-l))l(x+2)- 
1/2fi)A,=O. 
‘I* have a coefficient (-l/2 fi + 
(iii) Terms of the form log[(2(x + 2)1’2 - 2 3)/(2(x + 2)1’2 + 2 fi)]. 
They have a coefficient ( -A i + 2A,) ,,@4. It is easy to check that 
-A i + 2A z = 0, precisely when V: = 0. 
In the case V: = 0, we can calculate the finite part of M”(2/3), and we 
get 
M”(2/3) = 0 o p2 + 3~~ - 20~~ - 2112/.@ - l&263/7 = 0. (7.30) 
Equations (7.7), (7.10), (7.11), (7.12), (7.30) give the unique values (7.4) for 
pi, p2, pJ, p4, pLg. We calculate the second saddle quantity of the system at 
those values. The calculation is done on Macsyma, using a program similar 
to the one in the Appendix, 
v,* = 
1,326,805,188,925,094,132,951,925 
2,086,609,361,124,801,710,288 
-636>0. (7.31) 
We call p* the values obtained in (7.4). To construct the perturbations 
we must consider M(h) as a function of fi= 2/3 -h. We denote the 
derivatives of M(h) with respect to fi by li;i’, ii;i”, etc... To get the limit 
cycles we must construct live appropriate perturbations, such that we get 
successively w(O) < 0, H”(O) = +co, H’(0) < 0, P(O) = +co, M(O) < 0. 
For the first limit cycle we choose a perturbation 
694 
PI=P:+187vs42=P* 
480 32 753 
*-187vs’~3=~:+17vs’L(4=~4*--vg. 
187 
Cls=LG+v5 (7.32) 
with v5 small, such that Eqs. (7.7), (7.10) (7.11), (7.12) are satisfied, and 
&P’(O)= M”(2/3)<0. So we take vg such that 
p2 + 3~~ - 20~~ - 2112~,/5 - 15,263/7 < 0. (7.33). 
Using (7.32) we get v5 > 0. The other perturbations are chosen in the same 
way using parameters v, , . . . . vq, with (vi 1 < . . . 4 Iv5 I. The condition 
[vi\ 4 [vi+ i I guarantees that the (i+ 1)th perturbation does not undo the 
job done in the ith perturbation. 
8. SADDLE QUANTITIES OF SYMMETRIC CUBIC SYSTEMS 
In this section we calculate the saddle quantities of a symmetric cubic 
system having a saddle point at the origin. Since we are interested to 
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homoclinic loops, we consider a system with two other singular points 
(0, f 1) (because of the symmetry). Here, because of the symmetry, it is 
obvious that we always have double homoclinic loops (Fig. 3). So we 
consider systems 
i=y+ax3+bX*y+CXy*-y3 
I; =x + dx3 + ex*y +fxy*. 
63.1) 
THEOREM 8.1. (i) The saddle quantities of system (8.1) at the origin are 
given by (under the condition that the previous ones are zero) 
VT=3a-c+e (8.2) 
V:=(a+e)(b+f)+(3a+e)(l-d) (8.3) 
V:=(2e+a)[(b+f)(f+ l)+a(3a+e)] (8.4) 
V,*=e(d-b-4)[(b+f)(f+l)+a(3a+e)] (8.5) 
VT= -e(3ez-4d)[(b+f)(f+ l)+a(3a+e)] (8.4) 
(ii) If V1* = . . . = V: = 0, then all VT = 0. 
ProoJ (i) is obtained by a Macsyma program similar to the one in 
the Appendix. The factorization of Vt can be obtained only under the 
condition that the previous VF = 0. 
(ii) System (8.1) can be transformed to the system of Sibirskii [20], 
FIG. 3. Double homoclinic loop for system (8.1). 
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by one of the transformations of Section 2, together with a rotation, and 
a change of scale: 
i= -y+(a-~-~+~+(3~-~)x~y+(38-2a+~-3~e)xy~+(v-~)y’ 
Ji=x+(~+v)~~+(2a+3~+3w)~~y+(~-3~)~y~+(0-~-u)y~. 
(8.7) 
We then use the corresponding theorem of Sibirskii, that if Vi = . . . = 
V, = 0 for system (8.7), then all Vi are zero. 1 
THEOREM 8.2. At most eleven limit cycles can arise around each of the 
points (0, f 1) in a double GHB* in a perturbation of a non-integrable 
system of the form (8.1). In the case of ten or eleven limit cycles, we would 
have a perturbation of the system 
1=y-2ex3+(d-4)x2y-5exy2-y3 
j = x + dx3 + ex2y + (4d - 1) xy2 
(8.8) 
under the condition 
VT = -5e(e2 + 2d2 - 2d)(3e2 - 4d) # 0. (8.9) 
Proof: This is a simple application of Theorem 2.4. System (8.8) is the 
general form of a system with VT = . . . = I’,* = 0, VT # 0. 1 
Remark. We suspect that as in the case of quadratic systems (Sect. 6), 
this bound can be lowered. In the case of quadratic systems, the bound is 
the same for a GHB at a singular point and a GHB* from a saddle point. 
A conjecture could be that the bound of Theorem 8.2 can be lowered to 5. 
In this case we could try to show that if system (8.1) satisfies Vi+ = VT = 0, 
then either (8.1) has no homoclinic loop through the origin, or (8.1) is 
integrable. 
APPENDIX 
We give here a program on Macsyma which calculates the first three 
dual Lyapunov I’,+ constants for the origin in system (5.11) (which are 
called I’l, V2, F’3, inside the program). They are calculated with the func- 
tion 
F(x, y) = (x2- y2)/2 + . . . (A.11 
depends( Cp2, q2, g3x, g3y, g% dy, gk &, &x9 g6y9 g7x, g7yl, Cx, Y 11% 
eq1:p2=u*x”2+b*x*y+e*yA2$ 
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eq2: q2 = c*xh2 + d*x*y$ 
eq3x: g3x = 3*a30*xA2 + 2*a21*x*y + a12*yA2$ 
eq3y: g3y = a21*xA2 + 2*a12*x*y + 3*a03*yA2$ 
eq4x:g4x=4*a40*xA3+3*a31*xA2*y+2*a22*x*yA2+a13*y*3$ 
eq4y: g4y = a31*xA3 + 2*a22*xA2*y + 3*a13*x*yA2 + 4*a04*yA3$ 
eq5x: g5x = 5*a50*xA4 + 4*a41*xA3*y + 3*a32*xA2*yA2 
+ 2*a23*x*yA3 +a14*yA4$ 
eq5y:g5y=a41*xA4+2*a32*xA3*y+3*a23*xA2*yA2 
+4*a14*x*yA3 + 5*a05*yA4$ 
eq6x:g6x=6*a60*xA5+5*a51*xA4*y+4*a42*xA3*yA2 
+ 3*a33*xA2*yA3 + 2*a24*x*yA4 + a15*yA5$ 
eq6y:g6y=a51*x”5+2*a42*x”4*y+3*a33*xA3*yA2 
+ 4*a24*xA2*y”3 + 5*a15*x*y”4 + 6*a06*y”5$ 
eq7x: g7x = 7*a70*x”6 + 6*a61*xA5*y + 5*a52*x”4*yA2 
+ 4*a43*xA3*y”3 + 3*a34*xA2*yA4 + 2*a25*x*yA5 + a16*y”6$ 
eq7y: g7y = a61 *x”6 + 2*a52*xA5*y + 3*a43*xA4*y”2 
+4*a34*xA3*yA3 + 5*a25*xA2*yA4+6*a16*x*y”5 + 7*a07*y”6$ 
eq8: y*g3x + x*g3y + x*p2 - y*q2 = 0$ 
eq8: expand(ev(eq8, eql, eq2, eq3x, eq3y))$ 
~013: linsolve( [coeff(coeff(eq& x, 3), y, 0), coeff(coeff(eq8, x 2), y, l), 
coeff(coeff(eq8, x l), y, 2), coeff(coeff(eq8, x 0), y, 3)], 
[a30, a21, ~12, a03])$ 
eq3x: ev(eq3x, sol3)$ 
eq3y: ev(eq3y, sol3)$ 
eq9:y*g4x+x*g4y+g3x*p2+g3y*q2= Vl*(x^2-yA2)^2$ 
eq9: expand(ev(eq9, eq3x, eq3y, eq4x, eq4y, eql, eq2))% 
eqV1: - 3 *coeff(coeff(eq9, x, 4), y, 0) + coeff(coeff(eq9, x, 2), y, 2) - 3 * 
coeff(coeff(eq9, x, 0), y, 4)$ 
solV1: linsolve(eqV1, Vl); 
eq9: (ev(eq9, solVl)$ 
~014: linsolve( Ccoeff(coeff(eq9, x, 4), y, 0), coeff(coeff(eq9, x, 3), y, l), 
coeff(coeff(eq9, x, 2), y, 2), coeff(coeff(eq9, x I), y, 3), 
coeff(coeff(eq9, x 0), y, 4)], [a40, a31, a22, ~13, aO4])$ 
~014: ev(so14, %rl = 0)$ 
eq4x: ev(eq4x, so14)$ 
eq4y: ev(eq4y, sol4)$ 
eql0: y*g5x + x*g5y + g4x*p2 + g4y*q2 = 0% 
eql0: expand(ev(eqlO, eql, eq2, eq4x, eq4y, eq5x, eq5y))$ 
~015: linsolve( [coeff(coeff(eqlO, x, 5), y, 0), coeff(coeff(eql0, x, 4), y, l), 
coeff(coeff(eql0, x, 3), y, 2), coeff(coeff(eql0, x, 2), y, 3), 
coeff(coeff(eql0, x, l), y, 4), coeff(coeff(x, O), y, 5)]. 
[a50, a41, a32, a23, a14, aO5])$ 
eq5x: ev(eq5x, sol5)$ 
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eq5y: ev(eqZy, sol5)$ 
eqll: y*g6x+x*g6y+g5x*p2+g5y*q2= V2*(x”2-y”2)“3$ 
eqll: expand(ev(eqll, eql, eq2, eq5x, eq5y, eq6x, eq6y))$ 
eqV2: -5*coeff(coeff(eqll, x, 6), y, O)+coeff(coeff(eqll, x, 4), y, 2) 
-coeff(coeff(eqll, x, 2) y, 4) + 5* coeff(coeff(eql1, x, 0), y, 6)$ 
sol V2: linsolve(eq V2, V2); 
save( [“saddle2.sav”], sol V2)$ 
eqll: ev(eql1, solV2)$ 
~016: linsolve( [coeff(coeff(eqll, x, 6), y, 0), coeff(coeff(eq11, x, 5), y, l), 
coeff(coeff(eq11, x, 4), y, 2), coeff(coeff(eql1, x, 3), y, 3), 
coeff(coeff(eql1, x, 2) y, 4) coeff(coeff(eql1, x, l), y, 5), 
coeff(coeff(eql1, x, 0), y, 6)], 
[a60, u51, ~42, ~33, ~24, ~15, u06])$ 
eq6x: ev(eq6x, ~016)s 
eq6y: ev(eq6y, ~016)s 
eq12: y*g7x + x*g7y + g6x*p2 + g6y*q2 = O$ 
eq12: expand(ev(eq12, eql, eq2, eq6x, eq6y, eq7x, eq7y))$ 
~017: linsolve( Ccoeff(coeff(eq12, x, 7), y, 0), coeff(coeff(eql2, x, 6), y, l), 
coeff(coeff(eq12, x, 5), y, 2), coeff(coeff(eq12, x, 4), y, 3), 
coeff(coeff(eq12, x, 3), y, 4), coeff(coeff(eq12, x, 2), y, 5), 
coeff(coeff(eql2, x, l), y, 6), coeff(coeff(eql2, x, 0), y, 7)], 
[u70, ~61, ~52, ~43, ~34, ~25, ~16, uO7])$ 
eq7x: ev(eq7x, so17)$ 
eq7y: ev(eq7y, so17)$ 
eq13:g7x*p2+g7y*q2= V3*(x”2-y”2)^4$ 
eq13: expand(ev(eq13, eql, eq2, eq7x, eq7y))$ 
eqV3: 35*coeff(coeff(eql3, x 8), y, 0) - 5*coeff(coeff(eql3, x 6), y, 2) 
+3* coeff(coeff(eql3, x, 4), y, 4)-5* coeff(coeff(eql3, x, 2), y, 6) 
+ 35* coeff(coeff(eql3, x, 0), y, 8)s 
sol V/3: linsolve(eq V3, V3); 
save( [“saddle3.sav”], solV3)$ 
quit( )$ 
The program gives the following values for V: and V:: 
V: = [lobe3 - 3Ocde’ - 13bde’ - 60uce’ - 76ube’ + 29cd2e + 3bd’e 
+ I36acde + 42ubde - 30bc’e + 53b2ce + 156u2ce - 23b3e + 142u2be 
+ cd3 - 39acd2 - 3abd’ + 10c3d - 37bc2d + 27b2cd - 158a*cd - 
29u’bd + 20uc3 - 64ubc2 - 3ab2c - 152u3c + 23ub3 - 76u3b]/192 
VT= [-1850be5 + 930cde4 + 1800bde4 + 1860uce4 + 2890ube4 + 
1700cd2e3 + 489bd2e3 + 11560ucde3 + 5272ubde3 - 7300bc2e3 + 
7168b2ce3 + 16320a2ce3 - 1217b3e3 + 23208u2be3 - 2901cd3e2 -
694bd 3e2 - 28690ucd 2e2 - 8167ubd2e2 + 7300c3de2 - 3328bc2de2 - 
6915b2cde2 - 86688u2cde2 + 2826b3de2 - 43488u2bde2 + 146OOuc’e’ + 
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5404abc2e2 - 41658ab2ce2 - 81824a3ce2 + 10791ab3e2 - 78400a3be2 + 
426cd4e + 1llbd“e + 14074acd3e + 1256abd3e - 5760c3d2e + 
12787bc2d2e - 2080b2cd2e + 81368a2cd2e - 2106b3d2e + 14171a2bd2e 
- 24680ac3de + 46456abc’de + 20854ab’cde + 170816a3cde - 
16752ab3de + 64776a3bde - 930bc4e - 6180b2c3e - 26320a2c3e + 
12357b3c2e + 51384a2bc2e - 5898b4ce + 79812a2b2ce + 121936a4ce + 
507b’e - 31587a2b3e + 86450a4be - llcd’ - lllabd4 + 488acd4 - 
1 199c3d3 - 1898bc2d3 - 7317a2cd3 + 1722b2cd3 - 562a2bd3 + 
1910ac3d2 - 34911abc2d2 - 51850a3cd2 + 16744ab2cd2 + 2106ab3d2 - 
6493a3bd2 + 1850c’d + 760bc4d - 6489b2c3d + 8368a2c3d - 
108944a2bc2d + 5014b3c2d - 991b4cd + 23405a’b’cd - 102650a4cd + 
13926a2b3d - 28360a4bd + 3700ac’ + 3370abc4 - 11298ab2c3 - 496a3c3 
- 961ab3c2 - 105248a3bc2 + 4400ab4c - 15290a3b2 - 64596a5c - 
507ab’ + 22013a3b3 - 32298a5b]/432. 
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